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MEETINGS

HONEY HARVEST AND COWICHAN EXHIBITION
President‟s message—Ian Low

It gives me great pleasure as
Chairperson of the Honey Division of the Cowichan Exhibition
to invite Beekeepers to participate, share and learn at the
Cowichan Exhibiton. If you
have never entered an exhibition before, you are welcome
to enter the “Novice” category.
The Novice category is not an
age, but it is important you
indicate “novice” on the entry
form so not to end up in the
“Open category”. If this is
your first time to enter a “Fair”
or “Exhibition:, you are eligible
to enter the “Novice category”
Different ways to participate
in the Cowichan Exhibition.
1.

2.

3.

**If you are a novice, it is up to
you to indicate that you are a
novice on the entry form (there is
no check box), so that your entry
can be placed appropriately.
Juniors (17 and under): There is no
“Junior” category that is different
than adult, however Juniors and
their efforts will be recongnized.


Enter Honey, wax, mead, or
educational displays!



Enter to learn!



Enter to experiment!



Enter to have fun!

There are plenty of “classes” to
enter. Prizes and entry information are found in the link below.

Held the 3rd Wednesday of the month @
the HUB
2375 Koksilah Road
Doors open 6:30 PM
AUG MEETING —
AUGUST 18TH
MASKS ARE SUGGESTED

We have many
new members that
we have yet to
meet. Hope to see
you at the meeting!.
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Cowichan Buzz….
Beekeeper’s Checklist

Do you have honey to extract?
over, usually by August
end—mid Sep, take off all
remaining honey supers for
processing.






Check your honey supers for capped honey.
Once a honey super is
two-thirds capped with
a layer of wax, remove 
the super for processing and replace it
with another honey
super that has drawn
comb.

Once the nectar flow is

Feed heavy sugar syrup
(2:1 ratio) after requeening. Avoid spilling
syrup as this attracts
wasps and other bees to
rob. (Note that formic
acid mite treatment must
not coincide with sugar
syrup feeding as this can
harm the bees).

Watch for robbing, where a
stronger hive raids weaker
hives. Avoid opening up
hives for extended periods
because this invites robbing.
Install a wasp screen to minimize robbing by wasps and
hornets. In some microclimates an entrance reducer
can be installed.



Colonies may be requeened
with young laying queens
after you remove the honey.

The Club has an extractor for rent.
$10.00 per day
Contact the Club for more info.

Once honey is taken off,
monitor for varroa mites,
and treat if warranted.
Use an approved miticide. Be sure to also
monitor at the end of the
treatment to check for
efficacy.

PESTICIDE USE IN THE COWICHAN
by Steve Mitchell

Pesticide use by commercial growers is strictly regulated. However, the home gardener may not follow guidelines as rigorously. If a person elects to
deal with a problem through the use of a herbicide or insecticide, it would be appropriate to observe the target plants (assuming that they are
flower producing) and note whether or not there
are insect visitors such as bees or butterflies present before spraying. If it is determined that it
would be safe to spray, I would recommend that
the task be done in early evening, if possible,
when insect activity is low or absent.
When a spraying has been completed there may
be a follow-up cleaning of any equipment used.
While this may not present any hazards to bees,
some of the same precautions should be taken and
it is imperative that no pesticide residues end up
on plants that bees may visit. In the bigger picture, remember that there are many native bees
which may be visiting the same plants as your
bees.

Our Club is continuing to grow!
We welcome another 4 members since last report.
We now number 121 members.
Psst! If you haven‟t renewed yet you can just
email payment to
Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com or by mail to
PO Box 413,
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REGISTRATIONS
Next
Meeting
is
August

At present, Etransfers can be
accepted at Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com or by mailing a
cheque (please do not mail
cash) to:
Cowichan Beekeepers
PO Box 413

18th
Doors open

6:30 pm

Duncan, BC
V9L 1P0.

BE A GUEST…
A family registration $32.consists of
1or 2 adults plus minor children
within the same household. A single
membership is $20.00

YOU ARE WELCOME TO
ATTEND 2 MEETINGS

Website online forms and registration remain being looked into.
If you require a registration form
please email cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

Alternatively, when able to
meet, they can be made in person.

The benefits of membership are:





NOT A MEMBER?

Joining a community of like minded people
Mentorship Program
Education
Equipment rental

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
ATTEND OUR ZOOM
MEETINGS
EMAIL YOUR REQUEST TO
COWICHANBEEKEEPERS@GMAIL.COM

Below is our registration
form that would normally be filled out at a meeting.
With Covid, this year, that had not been possible.
As of September you can register at the meeting or
you can copy and paste below or simply send the
information in an email.
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JARS! JARS! JARS!
COMING NEXT MONTH!!
SEPT 18th & 19th
the 153rd annual
COWICHAN EXHIBITION
Join us!!
Help at the fair and receive free admission
Sign up and volunteer a few hours

We hope our members will take part in the
honey judging competition.
For those entering their honey into the honey judging competition, we have jars that
we purchased last season for our in house
competition.
The Cowichan Exhibition requires 3 jars for
each entry. These jars are available to our
members who wish to enter the competition.
Contact the club for more info.
Watch for more details on the next page!
Read “Ask a Beekeeper” for tips and tricks
for your honey entry.
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A Big THANK YOU
To our Prize Sponsors:
Prizes provided by:
BEEHAVEN
BUCKERFIELDS
HARDIE HONEY
LINDAHL FARMS

Come On!!
Try entering the
Cowichan Exhibition
HONEY
WAX
MEAD
FRAME OF HONEY
DISPLAY EXHIBIT
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Ask the Beekeeper …..

answered by Larry Lindahl

Question #1 : How much honey should I leave the
hive for winter?

smell of which could be detected in the extractor. To
reduce the chances of this happening again, I subsequently went to bee escapes with the comments from
some of my customers that my honey tasted like honAnswer: 70 lbs
ey that their grandfathers produced or obtained
from beekeepers in that area some 75 years ago. It
Question #2 : Is a heavy syrup feed enough before
does illustrate that honey, if properly produced and
winter? Is there a weight your hive should be?
marketed, has no peer in terms of natural taste. But
enough of these comments from my folkloric past.
Answer: For winter you need 7 to 10 frames of honey
and 3 or 4 frames of pollen honey mix minimum and this Customers are not judging at the Royal Winter Fair,
will get you through to April depending on weather and so what do the judges look for to determine the best
honey in the show? Honey is rated on 10 major cateplacement of frames.
gories:
Question #3 : I am entering the honey judging comple(1) Colour
5 points
tion. What whould I be doing to optimize my entry?
Answer: In answer to the question, I am passing along
this article which addresses this question well.

Preparing Honey for Exhibit

(2) Appearance and uniformity of containers 5 points
(3) Uniform level of fill

5 points

(4)

Freedom from crystals

15 points

(5)

Freedom from Foreign Material

15 points

Submitted to the May 13, 1996, TDBA meetingTo assist its
members in the preparation of honey for exhibit

(6)

Freedom from air bubbles

15 points

The question I am often asked is: why did my honey not win?

(7)

Uniformity of honey

5 points

This is a valid question in that all honey is made by honey
bees and each beekeeper believes as I do that “my honey is
the best”. This is too subjective. The honey must be judged,
first of all, by the real judge „your customer‟. Feedback from
that customer is what counts.

(8)

Brightness

10 poins

(9)

Flavour and Aroma

10 points

By Grant MacKinnon

What is the potential of your honey to win prizes? Honey
that was exhibited at one fair was judge to be excellent, but
only obtained a 5th place. That same year the same honey
with improved presentation netted the exhibitor a first at the
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair. We all have potentially
prize winning honey.
The following discussion will help achieve the honey‟s exhibit
potential.
Let‟s look at the golden rule as it relates to the production
and exhibiting honey: in the removal and extraction of honey, nothing is added to or removed from honey. What does
that mean? Here is a simple illustration: I used excessive
smake and effectively produced a “smoked” honey, the

(10) Density/Moisture

content

15 points

(1) Colour (5 points): honey is graded by colour and
the honey must compete in the entered class otherwise it will be disqualified: in some cases it may be
moved to the adjacent class provided that the exhibitor has no entries in that class. To ensure that your
honey meets the correct class requirements, have it
tested for colour. In the event of a tie, all other
things being equal, the lighter coloured honey will
win. The following tables provide the range of Pfund
grader reading for each class of honey:
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International
Colour Grade

Int’l
Scale (mm)

ABC XYZ

Water White

0-8

1-8

Extra White

9-17

9-17

White

18-34

18-34

Extra Light Amber

35-48

35-50

Light Amber

49-83

51-85

Amber

84-114

86-114

Dark Amber

115+

114+

Eastern AS
Exhibit
Class

CDN
Pfund
Equiv

USA
Pfund
Equiv

(1) White

8

8

(2) Light

30

30

(3) Light Amber

50

50

(4) Amber

85

83

(5) Dark

85+

83+

Royal WF
Exhibit Class
Class

CDN
Pfund
Equiv

(1) White

30

(2) Golden

50

(3) Amber

85

(4) Dark

85+

faintest trace of stickiness; remember we are all in the
food industry and when dealing with food, cleanliness is
next to godliness: the honey pack should look as such
and we should act the part.
(3) Uniform level of fill (5 points): typically three (3)
500 g/375 ml jars are required for exhibit; make sure
that they are filled but not in an overfill condition. Think
of the customer opening a jar of honey that is over
filled and the honey drips from the lid/cover; always
take a customer‟s viewpoint; the honey should be 1/2”
to 3/8” minimum from the top of the jar; prepare a little jig that insures that the level is consistent from one jar
to the next; if the jar is under filled, air bubbles are often trapped at the neck of the bottle or can be seen
because of the under fill and therefore the honey may
give a frothy appearance; the appearance of foam or
suspended air bubbles is always a “no no” in exhibit
and table grade honey.
(4) Freedom from crystals(15 points): the judges will
view the honey under a polarimeter to detect and crystal(s) in the honey; these will appear as little diamonds
under the polarized light; as granulation occurs, honey
will appear initially hazy and in time cloudy; if the honey is being marketed as liquid honey, the granulation of
the honey will raise questions with the customer. I found
that comb from the previous year can contribute to the
onset of early granulation if not properly cleaned up
by the bees but left as wet comb across the winter; it
will have small quantities of crystalline honey in each
cell; normally this would be removed by the bees but in
heavy flow conditions, supers put on the colonies will not
be cleaned up and as a result the fresh honey will be
placed in with the crystalline honey; I have seen whole
operations where this was a major problem because
early granulation occurred in the honey super creating
a huge extraction problem — this can be compounded
by rapid granulating honey such as canola. A second
consideration, don‟t put honey supers on that have pollen in them — often supers that have been stored a
while with pollen in them are found to contain pollen
“dust” that coats the combs. Any particulate matter will
provide a surface for honey to granulate on and this
includes pollen dust. Super with clean honey supers or
place supers with pollen ”dust” directly above the
brood nest thereby reducing the introduction of pollen
into the uncapped honey.

(2) Appearance and uniformity of containers (5
(5) Freedom from Foreign Material (15 points): polpoints): the jars and covers/lids must be clean
len, wax and dust in the honey or containers be it
and free from dirt; a particular telltale area is
jar or lid are not understood by the customer and
inside the cover; the sides of the jars must be free
therefore the honey pack appears dirty even
of finger prints and the jars must not have the
though for instance the wax (cont‟d on page 10)
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WATERING RESTRICTIONS ? 10 DROUGHT TOLERANT PLANTS ATTRACTIVE TO BEES
To transition the landscape to water-wise plants, start with a small area of already-dry garden, Conversely, keep high-water
plants in areas naturally moist or that have well-amended, claylike soils that tend to hold water longer.
Even low-water plants need regular irrigation for the first two years while roots get established. After that, a good soak every two weeks, less in milder weather, is sufficient.
Before planting, consider installing a drip system or soaker hoses, which direct water most efficiently. A lot of drought-tolerant
plants have a double benefit as they are great for water conservation, but also for attracting all kinds of bees.”
Here are recommendations for drought-tolerant perennials:

1. Bishop’s hat (Epimedium): Typically, it‟s difficult to find an exciting plant for dry shade situations, but this evergreen perennial fits the bill. The plants come in various sizes from very short ground covers to 2-foot mounds.
Heart-shaped leaves set off the dainty flowers that look like tiny, upside-down bishops‟ hats, hence the name.
Hardy to Zone 5.

2. Catmint (Nepeta): A plant consistently rated in the top three for attracting bees, catmint is just as beloved by
people. And why not? This free-blooming beauty cranks out lavender-blue flowers on upright, 2-foot stems from
spring until fall. Hardy to Zone 4.

3. Hellebore (Helleborus): A good candidate for the difficult situation of dry shade, though this evergreen perennial will also enjoy some morning sun. Starts blooming very early in spring before other perennials have even
thought about showing their flowers. The blooms traditionally were greenish-white, but now come in purple, rose,
yellow, some lined, spotted or speckled with darker colors. Most recently doubles have hit the market. Hardy to
Zone 6.

4. Hummingbird mint (Agastache): Flowers climb up spires that average anywhere from 18 inches to 3 feet and
appear throughout the summer right through to the first frost. Deer are usually uninterested in the fragrant foliage, but pollinators and hummingbirds can‟t resist the flowers that come in an impressive array of colors, including
lavender, pink, rose, orange and white. Hardy to Zone 5.

5. Oregano ‘Kent Beauty’ (Origanum): A great choice for cascading over a wall or in a pot, this ornamental oregano takes full, hot sun with aplomb. White blooms tinged with purple look like rose-and-cream hop flowers on a
silvery blue plant that only gets 6 inches tall. Hardy to Zone 4.
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6. Penstemon hybrids: Draw hummingbirds and the admiration of visitors with the showy, long-blooming flowers
of this semi-evergreen perennial that grows to 2 to 4 feet tall. Hummingbirds and bees cannot pass up the spikes
of blooms in shades of purple, red and pink, often with white throats. Needs very good drainage. Most hardy to
Zone 7.

7. Pineapple sage (Salvia elegans): Pineapple sage comes by its name honestly with unmistakably scented foliage. A handy plant for the pure red flowers that bloom in late summer and fall when many other perennials
have finished. It also provides some added sustenance for hummingbirds. Grows 3 to 4 feet tall. Hardy to Zone

8. Sea holly (Eryngium amethystinum): If you‟re looking for drama in the garden, try this perennial with spiky,
thistle-like, ice blue flowers that stand up to about 2 feet. Deer tend to stay away from sea holly, which pairs
well with small ornamental grasses. Great as a cut flower. Hardy to Zone 3.

provides

9. Sedum (Sedum „Autumn Joy‟): A stalwart, fall-blooming perennial with dense, dome-shaped
clusters of flowers that start out pink, darken to rose and then to russet red. Succulent foliage
grows about 2 feet tall and wide. Attracts bees and butterflies. Don‟t amend the soil or the
plant can get floppy. Hardy to Zone 4.

10. Yarrow (Achillea millefolium): Disc-shaped white flowers from June to September are
like runways for bees and butterflies that land on a regular basis. Soft, ferny foliage
grows 2 feet tall and wide. Hybrids are available most commonly in yellow and pink. Hardy to Zone 3.
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Preparing Honey for Exhibit cont‟d
provides flavor and pollen is preventative medicine
against hay fever. Therefore, to produce table grade
honey that has limited pollen, etc. use combs that are
only used for honey production and force the bees to
use the lower brood nest entrance; this forces the bees
to store pollen in the broodnest rather than the honey
supers.

if honey is stored in a pickle jar that was not thoroughly washed with hot water to remove the pickle
smell it will pickup the pickle smell from the jar and
have the bouquet of pickles when you eat it.

(10) Density/Moisture Content (15 points): the
moisture level in honey will dictate the shelf-life of
honey. The lower the moisture the longer the shelf(6) Freedom from air bubbles (15 points): different
life— that is if the container is properly sealed.
honey is more prone to foam when poured and the
Honey should be at 17.8 or lower for exhibition purfoam or air bubbles often stay in suspension particu- poses. Remember honey is hygroscopic, that is it will
larly if the honey is cold or low in moisture. Often
pick up moisture eg., if extraction is done in a room
slightly warming the honey will force the bubbles to with high humidity, or if the honey is left uncovered. I
the surface. The layer of honey with the bubbles for know beekeepers that would cover honey spilled that
exhibit honey may be spooned particularly if the
could not be scooped up, with newspaper or cardjars are in an overfill position. This is an exhibitors
board while extracting rather than wet the floor to
technique. Allow freshly extracted honey to settle in cleanup the honey. If all things are equal in two exa settling tank for a couple of days. Once the con- hibits of honey, the exhibit with the lower moisture
tainers are filled, allow the honey to sit in a warm
will be accorded the win.
room for a number of hours.
(7) Uniformity of honey (5 points): make sure that if
the honey is blended or filled from different batches
that there appears to be no layering within the honey; another tell-tale sign is a swath of bubbles that
may have been a result of a tank that has not been
allowed to settle or fill the containers from the last
part of a tank—the top part of the tank
(8) Brightness (10 points): honey can be bright or brilliant when viewed under light; the light passes
through the honey giving the indication that the honey is clear; often honey appears hazy and the haziness cannot be attributed to honey that is starting to
granulate or that has bubbles in it. I have found
personally that the haze in the honey can be attributed to the comb used, in particular the comb
being used as the wax dries out losing its natural
oils; produce exhibit honey on new comb if possible; do not use old dried out comb or brood comb
(brood comb will impart colour — darkens the honey) and a taste that is somewhat husky instead of
being smooth to the palate.
(9) Flavour and aroma (10 points): honey derives its
flavor from the nectar and the bouquet from the
flowers that are present within the honey; remember
honey has its own bouquet but honey does have the
characteristic of picking up other odours, eg.

Last season many beekeepers lost their hives to mites!
We have tried to teach beekeepers to be more aware of their
mite counts and to treat accordingly.
We are now coming up to the fall and soon heading into
winter. These will be the bees that will be overwintering
and to do so, they should be in the best health possible.
This means that they should be mite free and well fed

TEST FOR MITES NOW
TREAT IF NECESSARY
CHECK FOR EFFICACY OF TREATMENT

FEED YOUR BEES IF NEEDED
SHELTER IF NECESSARY
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BITS & PIECES

Fundraiser!

WASP TRAPS

Club T-shirts
$20

Did you know that
Agriculture Canada
is considering allowing 3x the current
amount of glysphate
in RoundUP

SOLAR MELTER

Don‟t forget to set
up traps and reduce your entrances

A very easy diy for
small amounts of wax

Fundraiser!
Honey Bee Pests
and Diseases
$15

Hope to see you
at the meeting!
August 18th
Doors open 6:30

https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?

FREE!!
40”x48” corplast
wine pallet liners
are available. Great
hive rain protection
from rain

The club has a limited supply of jars
(36) for the exhibition. These can be
given 3 per member exhibiting so..
The first 12 win!

HEADS UP!!
Free Bees!! Catching a Swarm!!
What to do with that swarm?
We speak of swarm catching and for
sure your first swarm is exciting but
for the beekeepers who lack experience in swarm catching, your free
bees could be deadly!
Isolate that swarm from your apiary
until you know they are healthy before introducing them to your apiary.
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2020 –2021 EXECUTIVE
President…………….Ian Low
Vice President ....Marie Cairns

Vision Statement
To provide a safe, respectful environment for learning, and sharing common
interest in beekeeping related practices for the purposes of acting in the interest of bee health, bee forage, competent beekeeping and a healthy environ-

Secretary… Carol Newington
Treasurer……...Cindy Liboiron
Directors:

Or

Dan Graham
Blair Herbert
Bruce Cairns
You can reach your executive
thru cowichanbeekeepers.ca

ADVERTISING PRICING

Do You Need a Mentor?

Interested in Mentoring?
Contact Us
At
Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

Life Members

Business Card Size:
Paid & Life Members
Unpaid Members
Members with a Bee business

free
$10
$10

Page Ads:
1/4 Page ad
1/3 Page ad
1/2 Page ad
Full Page ad

$25
$35
$45
$75

Prepaid multiple insertions discount:
2 insertions
3 insertions
4 insertions
5 insertions
6 + insertions

Jan Hardie
Larry Lindahl
Leila Long

5% discount
10% discount
15% discount
20% discount
25% discount

Contact cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com for
more information

Jacques Marc
Steve Mitchell
LIFE MEMBERSHIP LIST

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY
MARIA ELI C. SANTOS

REMINDER!!

IN MEMORY

In Person Meeting at the HUB

Blaine Hardie
Eric Jones
Ed Milo
Gladys Shumka

Wednesday, August 18th

Our apologies if we have missed
any names. Please email us at
Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

If you have photos or ideas you
would like to share please send
them to Marie at

Doors open 6:30 pm

vpcowichanbeekeeers@gmail.com

Send your questions or feedback to
cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

